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Introduction 
 

Researchers entering a new domain are faced with the challenge of learning enough about it so that 

their contribution can be meaningful. One part of this involves browsing thousands of publications 

to find what to read, and what to ignore. This is the process of literature review, and it is a common 

task for graduate students and even experienced researchers. To avoid wasted time and effort, only 

publications that are meaningful and valuable to the researcher should be considered, so deciding 

what to read is an important task in itself. 

 

For our graduate studies in the field of Human-Computer Interaction we have faced this task, and 

therefore have limited but direct experience with it. Besides, we have access to colleagues who also 

have experience with this task, and plan use their expertise to guide our design. We believe the 

decision-making process can be helped by a visualization tool that allows users to identify and build 

up a list of candidate publications, and then to distill, categorize and prioritize them. We propose to 

build such a tool, to support the task of literature review in general, and in particular the decision of 

what to read next. We hope to create a tool that has real world impact and usage. 

Data 
 

The scientific literature is an immense source of data, consisting of all the papers published, their 

metadata and relationships. Our own interests lie in the fields of HCI and InfoVis; for the sake of 

feasibility, we will focus on these two areas. Justin Matejka from Autodesk Research has kindly  

agreed to share his own dataset with us, assembled for the Citeology tool [6], which contains papers 

and citations for the CHI and UIST conferences between 1982 and 2010. We also have access to a 

dataset of Infovis conference papers used for CiteVis [8], a project from the II Lab at Georgia Tech. 

Both datasets contain the paper title, abstract, year of publication and conference, authors, and 

references to other papers within the dataset. The CiteVis dataset also contains citation counts, and 

we are planning on acquiring the same data from Google Scholar for the Citeology dataset. 

 

The references and citations make up a directed network of papers. Another, independent network, 

arises from linking papers that have authors in common, and dually authors can be seen as nodes 

and papers as links between them. We consider the rest of the data as attributes of the papers 

themselves. 
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Tasks 
 

It is very difficult to begin a literature review effectively without an entry point in the relevant 

literature. Therefore, we assume that people have one or more seed papers available to them, 

usually provided by someone more knowledgeable about the field, or found by keyword search on 

Google Scholar. After looking up these seed papers, people want to discover related papers, which 

classically is done by browsing the references of the seed papers, a “backward search”, or the 

citations of these papers, a “forward search” which is available today  on many online libraries. The 

number of papers found in this process is potentially very large, because papers reference dozens 

of other papers and are sometimes cited hundreds of times. Reading each of them is impossible. 

 

Therefore, a crucial step in the literature review process is to filter the papers that have been found, 

to identify the ones that will provide the most information relevant to the domain of interest. An 

effective strategy is to conduct a multi-stage sieving, in which we gather on each paper only the 

minimal amount of information necessary to decide whether to keep it for the next level or not. In 

practice, we have observed that people seem to follow a similar approach: 

 

1. Read only the paper titles, and keep only the ones that have a chance of being relevant. One 

of our interviewees did so by opening each paper’s ACM DL page in a new tab of their web 

browser, by clicking on Google Scholar’s search results. 

2. Read the abstract, the metadata and/or watch the accompanying video of the selected 

papers, then add the ones with highest expected information gain to a “to read” list. 

This can be accomplished by downloading the PDFs to a folder, or adding the papers to a 

reference manager. 

3. Read papers from this list. 

 

This process is generally a loop: after reading some papers people get a better understanding of the 

domain of interest, and gather new papers that they will eventually filter and read. It is also 

common to do smaller loops, such as going back to reading paper titles after adding a few papers to 

the “to read” list (2 -> 1). Note that we are describing some sort of batch processing, where there is 

often more than one paper being considered at each step. While this is not required, we believe that 

the cognitive cost of task switching repels users from processing only one paper at a time. 

 

Finally, an important aspect underlined by Chau et al. [2] is that people build a mental 

representation of the domain they are exploring by classifying papers into different sub-topics. This 

classification can happen during any of the three steps described above, as soon as enough 

information has been collected on the paper. The resulting classification is commonly used to write 

subsections of the “Related Work” section of a paper. 

 



 

Figure 1 - Task description. T1: the algorithm aggregates papers metadata and relationships to 
compute a relevance score, and filters paper in the Fringe based on this score. T2: encode citation 
count with size, and superimpose links between papers on demand. T3: embed abstract and metadata 
in the paper list view, and let users reorder it. T5: classify papers into different subtopics. The das hed 
blue arrow shows that the literature review is iterative; we could have added similar arrows from any 
task to any previous task. 

Proposed infovis solution 

Mental model 
 

We consider the process of a literature review as exploring the space of previously published 

papers, which can be divided into different subspaces: 

● The Core: papers you have read, upon which you build your understanding of the field; 

● The Fringe: papers you have access to, because they referenced or are cited by some papers 

from the Core;  

● The Unknown, an immense and terrifying abyss made of all the papers away from the Core. 



As you make progress in the literature review, some papers from the Fringe will be moved to the 

Core, which will cause new papers to enter the Fringe. However, most of the papers will remain 

forever in the Unknown. 

 

If we define the Fringe as the papers that are one hop away from a paper in the Core based on the 

citations network, then we face the problem of exponential explosion described in the Tasks 

section: each paper references and can be cited by many papers. Yet, most of these papers are 

actually irrelevant to your particular domain of interest. We therefore propose to order the Fringe 

based on a relevance score computed for each paper, which takes into account how many times this 

paper has referenced or been cited by other papers that you have expressed interest in, as well as 

the number of citations of this paper. See algorithm details below. 

 

To support the multi-stage filtering process described earlier, we add another subspace: the 

Reading List, consisting of the papers that you have expressed interest in. It serves as a temporary 

space for papers that you have selected from the Fringe, but have not read yet. This space has two 

purposes: reading papers’ abstracts and metadata, comparing them to decide which to put on the 

“To Read” list; organizing the “To Read” list by grouping related papers, and prioritizing it. 

 

Algorithm 

 

For each paper P that is one hop away of the papers that you have marked as read or to read, we 

compute a relevance score based on: 

● the Adjusted Citation Count, or ACC, which is the total number of citations of P divided by an 

increasing function of the number of years since P was published; 

● the count of all the papers in the Core or the To Read list that cite or are referenced by P, 

weighted by: 

○ the level of interest that the user has expressed for these papers (star, read, to read); 

○ the Adjusted Citation Count of these papers. 

 

This algorithm has many parameters that will have to be adjusted. We plan to do so by trial and 

error, observing the output of the algorithm for a set of papers that we are familiar with. A better 

solution would be to teach the algorithm which suggestions are good by deploying it in a real 

setting, then using machine learning to get the optimal parameters. For the ACC, an appropriate 

function of the number of years since publication could probably be found in the literature. We can 

think of a simple linear function, or maybe the square root. 

 

Following the exact same procedure, we could compute a relevance score in the network of papers 

linked by common authors. But this would add another free parameter: how does the citation score 

compares to the author score? The algorithm could also take into account clusters of author 

keywords, a notion of “similar paper” such as the one computed on Google Scholar, and even 

Amazon’s metaphor of “other researchers who read this paper also read…” However, these further 

refinements appear beyond the scope of this project. 

 



Main View 

 

Our proposed visualization uses the spatial metaphor of concentric circles to explicitly represent 

these four different subspaces of the paper space. Papers farther away from the Core are 

considered less relevant. To maximise readability, the concentric circles have a very large radius, so 

that paper titles can be displayed approximately as a vertical list. Given the top-down reading order 

in many cultures, the algorithm that populates the Fringe displays the items with the highest 

relevance score at the top. 

 

We encode each paper as a node in a node-link diagram, using by default a circle mark. However, 

we show the links explicitly only when necessary, because they can cause a lot of visual clutter. 

Moreover, the tasks that we intend to support do not generally involve understanding the exact 

topology of the network. Papers in the Fringe are represented as a white disk with a colored 

outline; papers marked as “to read” are displayed as “donuts”, white disks half-filled with color; and 

papers that are read are fully colored disks. Users can mark items as particularly noteworthy by 

starring them; these papers are afterwards displayed using a star instead of a disk (see Figure 2). 

 

The relevance algorithm is a key component of the proposed system, and we expect that a 

significant portion of the benefits of using our visualization will come from its ability to find and 

sort papers based on all the papers that you consider relevant, and not only one - as is today the 

case with backward and forward search. However, we do not want the visualization to simply 

display the results of the prediction algorithm; otherwise it would be of little value. We think the 

visualization should support two other purposes at this stage:  

 

a. visually explain the rationale of the algorithm for promoting a paper; 

b. let users make choices based on criteria that the algorithm cannot know, such as “I feel like 

reading papers about X now”. 

 

Because the algorithm takes into account the Adjusted Citation Count, we encode this number for 

each paper by varying the size of the mark. Since we are mostly interested in relative differences, 

we could scale the ACC values so that paper marks never get too small or too big, for instance by 

imposing a minimum size and using a log function of the ACC. The other component of the 

relevance score is the weighted sum of links to other relevant papers, which we explain visually by 

drawing the citation links from this paper to all the other used in the computation. By following the 

links, users can quickly see which papers contributed to this paper being promoted. 

 

Displaying the links on demand also enables the second purpose of the visualization: letting users 

make decisions based on fuzzy criteria. By selecting one or more papers from the Core or the 

Reading list, they can see which papers of the Reading list are linked to these, which would allow 

users to explore further one aspect of the domain. Such topics encountered and identified during 

the literature review could be represented across the visualization by different colors, which are 

well suited to distinguish categorical data. Users could assign papers to one or more topics, and 

spatially organize them. The relevance algorithm could be extended with a classifier that tries to 



predict the topic of new papers, and partition the Fringe accordingly. Although probably useful, this 

approach has already been explored by Chau et al. [2] so we plan to focus on other design aspects. 

 

Additional Views 

 

In addition to the main view described above, we plan to show two other facets of the data in side 

views: a list of the top contributing authors for the selected papers, and a histogram of the 

distribution of papers over time, with the selected papers appearing in a different color in the 

histogram. These two views have linked highlighting with the main view, and can also be used to 

filter the papers shown, either by selecting a subset of authors or a time period. A list of topics could 

be used both as color labels, and a way to highlight and filter the papers displayed by topic.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 2 – Proposed visualization. (a) The Fringe view serves as an overview for the user. Papers of the 
Fringe that have been selected are moved slightly to the left, to show that they are of interest to the 
user. (b) When elements are highlighted their relationships are shown. (c) The reading list view shows 
more detail about papers. (d) The core view can be used to annotate and organize papers previously 
read. 

Scenario 
 

Panagiota is a PhD student in the field of Information Visualization. She has just finished reading 

several papers for her literature review and now needs more material. To find new papers, she goes 

to the Fringe Reading List website, which shows her an overview of where she was at the end of her 

previous session (Figure 2a). She can quickly see how many papers she has read, the ones in her 



reading list and an outdated list of papers in her fringe of research. She marks as read the papers 

she has just finished reading, which sends them into the core region at the left of the interface, and 

tags one of them that she considered particularly important with a star (Figure 2d). She then goes 

through the fresh list of papers in her updated fringe, and clicks on the ones with promising titles, 

which moves them to the “under consideration” list to the left. If a paper title is not clear enough on 

its own to decide whether the paper might be relevant, she can hover on it to get more details 

(authors, conference, year), and to see the connections between this paper and  other that she 

already know of (Figure 2b). After selecting about 10 different papers, she zooms into the reading 

list to drill down into the details of these papers (Figure 2c). After quickly reading their abstracts, 

she discards 4 of the papers right away, then highlights two that are similar to compare their 

metadata and abstracts, and discards one of them. She adds the remaining 5 papers to her reading 

list, and reorders the list to prioritize the papers she wants to read at the top. She then brews a cup 

of coffee, gathers her courage, and goes back to her readings. 

Proposed Implementation 
 

We want to make this tool useful in the real world. For that reason we think a platform that is easily 

accessible is the best approach. We will use Javascript and the d3.js library, both of which are 

widely supported in browsers today. These technologies provide the elements necessary to create 

both the visualization and a rich user experience, and we can leverage d3.js network and layout 

algorithms. We may use other web libraries if necessary, such as jQuery or Angular.js. 

Milestones 
 

There are 6 weeks left from from November 1 to December 12.  Our plan is as follows: 

 

Week 1: Parse dataset as D3 data objects; basic node-link diagram in D3 

Week 2: [no class] Retrieve citation count from Google Scholar; refine design and algorithm; start 

implementation 

Week 3: Basic implementation in D3: different regions, papers encoded as circles or stars, simple 

links, algorithm 

Week 4: Adjust the weights of the algorithm, add interaction 

Weed 5: Add additional views if not done yet; improve rendering of the links (curves, bundling) 

Week 6: Prepare presentation and report 

 

Implementation of tagging and topics will depend on the advancement of the project, but will be 

given lower priority.  

Related Work 
 

Many visualizations have been created to analyze the scientific literature, in particular in the Infovis 

community. Borner et al. use node-link diagrams to represent papers and authors, linked by 

citations or coauthoring relationships [1]. The size of the nodes encodes the number of citations 



received by a paper or an author. However, they had to cut off papers that had less than 15 citations 

to avoid the hairball problem. A good solution to this problem was proposed in Citevis [8], where 

citation relationships are shown by coloring the nodes instead of drawing connection marks. Yet 

only the most cited papers of each year were shown. In contrast, the Citeology tool [6] displays 

three thousand CHI and UIST papers in a tiny font, stacked vertically for each year. “Parents” and 

“children” of a selected paper are highlighted and shown with smooth links. However, attempting to 

display the second or third generation usually results in an entangled set of links, especially for 

highly-cited papers. 

 

Netlens [5] takes a different approach, showing aggregate data for content and actors – in our case, 

papers and authors. The system is highly interactive: detailed views are shown for each type of 

data, and selection can be passed back and forth between the two facets of the data. Jigsaw [9] is 

another example of a general purpose sensemaking tool that has been successfully used for this 

problem. More recently, Keyvis [4] aimed at visualizing trends in the Infovis literature through 

keyword co-occurrence analysis, displaying the results via node-link diagrams and trees. 

 

Although many attempts have been made to visualize an entire branch of the literature, very few 

work addresses the task of doing a literature review. Apolo [2] is probably the closest one: from a 

seed paper, it fetches ten papers with a high number of citations, and tries to predict in which topic 

users are likely to consider them. They build upon the concept of the sensemaking loop [7] to 

explicitly support the creation and reorganization of an external mental representation of the 

domain of interest, subdivided into several user-defined topics. Finally, the problem of browsing 

faceted data has been addressed often, from the influencial Flameno system [10] to the recent idea 

of PivotPaths [3], in which selected metadata is used to transition continuously from one facet of 

the dataset to another, preserving the context.  
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